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The Elden Ring is an action role-playing game with a unique story in which
myths of ancient times are brought to life. You play as a tank-like
character with strong physical attacks, that must pull off a dangerous
mission in a vast and ancient world in order to gain a power that can be
used to open up a portal to the world’s interior. INTRODUCTION THE
FEATURES ※ Great graphics! Vast World with 3D map. Character will
advance at an appropriate pace, and create a world full of stunning vivid
details. Story of Elden Ring Endure a dungeon in the vast world, called
“Lands Between,” with a more complex level design and a huge variety of
traps, and take on a dangerous mission in a vast and ancient world in
order to gain a power that can be used to open up a portal to the world’s
interior. A near-endless adventure awaits you in this free-roaming RPG that
creates a unique fantasy story. Weapon/Armor Customization The wide
variety of weapons and armors, as well as customization options, makes
you feel the difference in each class. A huge variety of attack forms and
defense forms allow you to play according to your play style and sense of
urgency. Complex Crafting System The game’s crafting system allows you
to modify stats and skills when crafting weapons and armors. A wide
variety of weapons and armors can be acquired by crafting, enhancing the
feel of customizing your character. Deep Sub-Class System You can select
sub-classes that complement your character’s personality, and play in
ways that complement your character’s specialty. Sub-classes are selected
and upgraded when you gain skill levels, and their effects appear in
different colors. The story of the game unfolds in “fragments” that are
constantly updated throughout your journey, and each fragment is
considered to be a “chapter” of the game. Deep quest system: the process
of tackling quests and enhancing content gets more engaging as you
progress in the game. A sense of fear as you confront the unknown! Fight
your way through diverse enemies that exhibit a high sense of fear, and
enjoy the shock of every encounter with various animations! Complete
story by working together with others: In “Lands
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Features Key:
Enter a Land Between with Various Monsters and Begrudgingly Strong Bosses
Possess Equipment and Armor like an Evil Spirit, Ride Automatons, and More
Use a diverse range of in-game melee, attack, defense and skills to establish your identity as a Doom
Knight and forge an identity of your own
Strategic formation and attack tactics. Pillage the map to expand your influence; defend yourself with
the whole body and deploy tactical skills to attack
Wield a wide variety of weapons and armor that gives you unique gameplay styles to develop.
Dominant players have the advantage of being able to form groups and see stronger heroes fight
alongside each other
Vivid graphics, smooth gameplay, and easy controls designed for everyone and become a gamer.
Stay with us
Play with your friends on the same server, multiplayer platform, hot or cold, and when you get tired of
yourself rise
More than 40 skill enhancements that you can also use on other classes
From left and right and from behind! Welcome an Old Shadow and a New Shadow; two soul brothers
born of the same mother!

Adventure story features:
Difficulty Players can Experience is Low; No Tougher than Possible Middle-Class Matches
Settling the Innocent Chaos of Life The fate of the Hero increases the difficulty of a story the more
characters die
Series of Adventures Rage on in Stable Adventurers will be granted the first quest Each New
Adventure Consoles Chivalric Resources above 100, the adventure version begins to be the official
release

Elden Ring Screenshots:

Elden Ring Screenshot:
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